Introduction to the weather forecasting task.

Dear Students,

Congratulations! You are hired! You are now our school’s weather forecasters. You will need to use the science knowledge and skills you learn in class to create a weather blog. The best entries will be shared with the entire school.

Please proceed immediately to your class blog site and listen for further instruction from your teacher. Will it be “raining cats and dogs” later or will it be “dry and still as a bone” tomorrow? I don’t know. You tell me!

When you get to your class blog website, you will see that this weather blog is going to be a little different from your normal blog, because YOU are going to be controlling this blog. You will be in charge of forecasting the weather each day, using your knowledge from class. You will be giving us your forecast and explaining why you have predicted the weather will be this way tomorrow. Your classmates will be reading your posts and deciding if your prediction was accurate. Your teacher will be in charge of doing the first forecast.

Again, the best entries will be shared with the entire school. Good luck! Our students from kindergarten to fifth grade are counting on you to tell us how to dress for the weather and if they will be able to play outside.

Sincerely,

Your School Principal